Styleline

FIXED
WINDOWS

LET YOUR PRODUCTS

BE SEEN!

Fixed Windows are perfect for beer cave applications and supermarkets.
Design incorporates the technologies used in the STYLELINE® SE system
that exceeds DOE 2017 standards.
- High performance, 3pane, LowE, Argon filled and fully tempered glass
package
- The interior side of the Fixed Window Plus has a black vinyl trim that
gives the interior a “finished” look without having to use optional trim
frames kits
- Reinforced installation fittings for mounting screws are provided
for easy installation
- Standard and custom sizes available. Call for pricing and lead time

www.styleline.com

Let Your Product Be Seen
FIXED
Styleline WINDOWS

APPLICATION: Cooler, High Humidity, Freezer
NT: 75F/75%RH @ 35F Cooler Temp.
PROTECTION: HH: 75F/85%RH @ 35F Cooler Temp.
LT: 75F/64%RH @ -10F Cooler Temp.
LIGHTING:

Not Applicable

WARRANTY:

2-years workmanship and materials, 20 years
non-headed glass pack

- DOE 2017 compliant
- No heat in glass pack keeps energy costs low
- High performance, 3-pane, Low-E, Argon filled and fully
tempered glass package
- The interior side of Fixed Window has a black vinyl trim that
gives the interior a “finished” look without having to use
optional trim frames kits

Optional & elegant interior trim frame kit

- Reinforced installation fittings for mounting screws are
provided for easy installation
- Standard and custom sizes are available. Call for pricing and
lead time

Options Available:

Custom sizes available
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FIXED
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Fixed Windows Sizing Reference
Helping you select the right product

Custom Fixed Windows can be ordered with a maximum of 25 sq. ft. total.
In addition, maximum glass width is 80” and minimum is 12”.
Please contact customer service for a formal quote
and suggested net cooler opening.

Maximum
Glass Width
80”

Minimum
Glass Width
12”

Maximum of 25 sq. ft. total.

For larger NCO, let us help you maximize
your maximum viewing area.

DOE Compliant Fixed Windows
Performance Levels:
- Cooler Applications:
75F/85%RH @35F Cooler Temp
- Freezer Applications:
75F/64%RH @-10F Freezer Temp
Custom Fixed Windows
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